WHY USE CSP?

**Easy Operation**
It’s intuitive not intimidating. Click on your input device and present. It’s so simple that anyone walking into a room will know how to use it.

**Simple Navigation**
The same icons across the top of each screen show you exactly where you need to go. And, regardless of the room you’re in, the interface is consistent.

**Customizable Features**
Add or remove functions specific to your room, select a background, show the weather for a selected location, and even brand the interface with your company logo. CSP is designed to be flexible, saving you the cost of expensive reprogramming by enabling you to make many of your own changes.

IVCi Control System Platform

**SIMPLIFY ROOM CONTROL WITH A SINGLE TOUCH SCREEN INTERFACE**

**It’s your room.** Now, make sure you’re comfortable using it. Get the device management you need with IVCi Control System Platform (CSP), an industry leading, user-friendly interface for audio visual environments. As the backbone of your solution, CSP enables you to easily operate the technology in your collaboration space without needing to know how it works. From a single spot, you can switch content between sources—such as a laptop, PC, cable box, Apple TV, Air Media, or any audio visual device; mute and unmute your microphone; pan, tilt or zoom the camera on your video conferencing system; connect video and audio calls; and so much more. With CSP, you won’t get flustered trying to juggle multiple remotes. Instead, you’ll get one, easy-to-use touch screen that controls everything, including the latest technology.

With over two decades of experience in collaboration, IVCi understands your challenges. That’s why we used our in-house expertise to develop CSP. And, by purchasing a user license, you can now enjoy the benefits of using this time-tested, proven interface—from either a Crestron or AMX control system with all of the latest panel technology, including the ability to use the iPad on both platforms. Here’s an overview of what it can do:

- Customize your home screen by adding or removing functions specific to your room and branding it with your company logo.
Choose the background of your interface by selecting a design option.

Quickly connect or disconnect a call and adjust the volume of your audio conference technology. CSP immediately indicates changes in the audio level for both receive and transmit. Large buttons make the interface easy-to-operate and color-coded buttons (Call is Disconnected) alert you of critical functions.

Quickly connect or disconnect a call, add presentation content, control your camera settings and set the audio volume of your video conferencing technology.

Easily select and control your presentation device (for example Apple TV) directly from the interface.
Get immediate assistance on how to connect to your presentation device (for example, Air Media) using a smartphone, tablet or laptop.

Automatically shut down your solution at a specific time or after a determined period of inactivity to preserve your equipment and save power.

At IVCi, we’re committed to providing you with the best possible experience. That’s why we make sure you’re satisfied with your control system before we finish. We perform Full Functionality Testing at our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility, so we arrive with a plug-and-play rack and control system that’s ready to go. It’s another way you can trust IVCi to deliver the exact solution you need, when you need it.

Learn how CSP easily controls your AV equipment with a simple, touch screen interface. Visit us online at www.ivci.com or call us at 1-800-224-7083.